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Shopaholic is a series of novels written by the UK author Sophie Kinsella, who also writes under her real name Madeleine Wickham. The books follow protagonist Rebecca
Bloomwood, an idealistic, but intelligent and hard-working financial journalist through her adventures in shopping and life. Each book typically centers around a large shift in Becky's
personal or work life and details the trouble that ensues as a result of her quirky personality and unrealistic goals. As of October 2019, there are ten If you like Shopaholic you might
like similar books The Sisterhood Of The Traveling Pants, Harry Potter Collection, The Devil Wears Prada, The Golden Compass, The Help...Â People who like Shopaholic (Book by
Judy Waite). Leandra Pszeniczny @leandrapszeniczny. 74 Tastepoints. 0/69 likes in common. Follow. Paige @Paige Crosswhite. 445 Tastepoints. Sisterhood Everlasting
(Sisterhood of the Traveling Pants). Ann Brashares. $11.29. Extremely Loud and Incredibly Close. Jonathan Safran Foer. $10.39. The Vacationers.Â Mini Shopaholic. Could have
been a lot better. I was expecting the book to be more about Becky and Minnie. Instead it was all about planning the surprise party, which got repetitive after a while. â€¦ Show more.
Show less. by Cassandra on December 26, 2013. 0 person found this review helpful. 0 people found this review helpful. Shopaholic Takes Manhattan. Sophie Kinsella. The
irresistible heroine of Confessions of a Shopaholic and Shopaholic Ties the Knot is back! And this time Becky Bloomwood and her credit cards are headed across the Atlantic....Â
Sophie Kinsella has dazzled readers with her irresistible Shopaholic novels--sensational international bestsellers that have garnered millions of devoted fans and catapulted her into
the first rank of contemporary storytellers. Now her beloved heroine Becky Brandon (nee Bloomwood) returns in a hilarious tale of married life, toddlerhood, and the perils of trying to
give a fabulous surprise party--on a budget! The Sisterhood is also a teachingnarrative. Each of the women represents one of nine leadership traits(discipline, self-knowledge,
financial stewardship, service, sacrifice,education, vision, innovation, and entrepreneurship). In the Sisterhood,how they address challenges to their survival illustrates what is
possible withcollective action and individual excellence.Â A believer in the power of Sisterhood, a believer in the power of smart and fierce Black women. This book stretches the
mind to imagine the power in each of us to make LARGE scale change in the world. I didn't know where this book was going but I'm so glad that I took the journey. I loved the
complexity and the simpleness of the ladies of the Sisterhood.

